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AC2 =CP2 -f APs -2CP x APcos8O? 
= CP2+AP -CPx AP. 

AB$+AC"-BP2+AP2+ +P?AP A2- 

[BPx AP+CPx API. 
But AP=BP+PC, AMERICAN MATHEMAT- 

ICAL MONTHLY, Vol. 1., No. 9, p. 315, Prob. 19. 
AP2=BPxAP+PCxAP, by multiplying 

both sides of the above equation by AP. 
. . AP2-[BPxAP-t-PCxAP]=0. 
* . AB2 +AC2=BP2+AP2+CP2, and 

BP2+ AP2 + cP2 is constant. Q. E. D. 
Excellent soluitions of this Problem were received from P. S. BERG, G. B. M. ZERR, 0. W. ANTHONY, 

COOPER D. SCHMITT, J. F. W. SCIHEFFER, JOHN B. FA UGHT, G. I. HOPKINS, and E. W. MORRELL. 
Two solutions were received without the names of the authors signed to them. 

46. Proposed by J. C. GREGG, Superintendent of Schools, Brazil, Indiana. 

Given two points A and B and a circle whose center is 0: show that the rectangle 
contained by OA and the perpendicular from B on the polar of A, is equal to the rectangle 
contained by OB and the perpendicular from A on the polar B. 

Solution by JOHN B. FAUGHT, A. B., Instructor in Mathematics, Indiana University, Bloomington, Inr 
diana; P. S. BERG, Larimore. North Dakota; and J. F. W. SCHEFFER, A. M., Hagerstown, Maryland. 

Let L be the polar of A, and il the polar of B. Let AP be a perpendicular 
on M, and BA a perpendicular on L. 

Draw OC parallel to M, and OD parallel to L. Then OA. OA' = OB.OB' 
=R2, by definition. 

OA O.B' CP 
OB OA' BA' 

The triangles OAC and OBD are similar. 9 

OA AC CP AC+CP AP 
OB BND DA BD+DA =A D_ 

OA.BA -OB.AP. Q. .D. 
Excellent analytical solutions of this problem were received from G. B. M. ZERR, COOPER D. SCHMf ITT, 

and E. W. MORRELL. Prof. Morrell sent in two solutions. 
A solution was also received without the author's name signed to it. 

PROBLEMS. 

52. Proposed by P. P. MATZ, M. Sc., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in Irving College, 
Mechaniesburg, Pennsylvania. 

If the center of a rolling ellipse move in a horizontal line, determine the surface 
on which the ellipse rolls. 
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53. Proposed by B. F. FINKEL, A. M., Professor of Mathematics and Physics in Drury College, Spring- 
field, Missouri. 

A pole, a certain length of whose top is painted white, is standing on the side of a 
hill. A person at A observes that the white part of the pole subtends an angle equal to ca 
and on walking to B, a distance a, directly down the hill towards the foot of the pole the 
white part subtends the same angle. What is the length of the white part, if the point B 
is at a distance b from the foot of the pole? 

CALCU LUS. 

Conducted by J. M. COLAW, Monterey, Va. All contributions to this department should be sent to him. 

SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS. 

22. Proposed by MOSES C. STEVErS, M. A., Professor of Mathematics, Purdue University, Lafayette, 
Indiana. 

Solve the Differential Equation, 

(6x3 + 20x2 - 2x) Y' (9x2 + lJx? + 1)dy + (1 + 9x)y=O. dx2 d 

Solution by F. P. MATZ, D. Sc., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in Irving College, 
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania. 

Dividing the given equation by the coefficient of d2y /dx2, then represent- 
ing the coefficient of dy ldx by Q and that of y by Q', we obtain 

d2 y (lyQy=*w () clQ ly=O ....(1). 

In order to reduce (1) to the typical form of the text-books F(d7, ddw), 

assumew- (a);then~~~dy (+ dw d2 d2w- dw assume w= (a) ; then (x + )dx+w, andd =(x+1)d + 2 

By substituting in (1), expanding, and reducing, we have 

d2 w 2 dw . () 
dX2 x X+1 x - d x ... 

By putting dw /dx=p, (2) becomes 

d (x E 
1 Q)dx ..... (3), 
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